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BACKGROUND: The burden of clinical documentation in
electronic health records (EHRs) has been associatedwith
physician burnout. Numerous tools (e.g., note templates
and dictation services) exist to ease documentation bur-
den, but little evidence exists regarding how physicians
use these tools in combination and the degree to which
these strategies correlate with reduced time spent on
documentation.
OBJECTIVE: To characterize EHR note composition
strategies, how these strategies differ in time spent on
notes and theEHR, and their distribution across specialty
types.
DESIGN: Secondary analysis of physician-level measures
of note composition and EHR use derived from Epic Sys-
tems’ Signal data warehouse. We used k-means clustering
to identify documentation strategies, and ordinary least
squares regression to analyze the relationship between
documentation strategies and physician time spent in the
EHR, on notes, and outside scheduled hours.
PARTICIPANTS: A total of 215,207 US-based ambulatory
physicians using the Epic EHR between September 2020
and May 2021.
MAIN MEASURES: Percent of note text derived from
each of five documentation tools: SmartTools, copy/-
paste, manual text, NoteWriter, and voice recognition
and transcription; average total and after-hours EHR
time per visit; average time on notes per visit.
KEY RESULTS: Six distinct note composition strategies
emerged in cluster analyses. The most common strategy
was predominant SmartTools use (n=89,718). In adjusted
analyses, physicians using primarily transcription and
dictation (n=15,928) spent less time on notes than physi-
cians with predominant Smart Tool use. (b=−1.30, 95%
CI=−1.62, −0.99, p<0.001; average 4.8 min per visit),
while those using mostly copy/paste (n=23,426) spent
more time on notes (b=2.38, 95% CI=1.92, 2.84,
p<0.001; average 13.1 min per visit).
CONCLUSIONS: Physicians’ note composition strategies
have implications for both time in notes and after-hours
EHR use, suggesting that how physicians use EHR-based
documentation tools can be a key lever for institutions
investing in EHR tools and training to reduce documen-
tation time and alleviate EHR-associated burden.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite known benefits,1–3 electronic health records (EHRs)
have been associated with increased clerical burden and, in
some cases, had detrimental effects for clinician experience.
For example, more time spent using the EHR (particularly
after-hours) is associated with a higher risk of burnout,4,5 and
physicians who use an EHR are more likely to be dissatisfied
with the amount of time spent on clerical tasks.6 It is difficult
to discern to what extent this is related to the EHR itself versus
the work physicians have taken on as EHR use has become
more widespread. Prior research has demonstrated significant
differences in total and after-hours time spent on the EHR
across specialties,7 with primary care specialties spending
significantly more time on the EHR than medical or surgical
counterparts. There is also significant physician-level varia-
tion in EHR documentation time within specialty types.8

Multiple tools exist to assist clinicians with documentation.
These include copying and pasting text from other parts of the
EHR, templated text (known as SmartTools or “dot-phrases”),
click-based graphical user interfaces for text, and voice tran-
scription software. Prior research across two health systems
found increased and decreased odds of burnout at the highest
quartiles of SmartTools and Copy Paste use, respectively.9

This work also linked the use of copy paste to increased note
length and redundancy10 and to the presence of inconsisten-
cies and outdated information in documentation.11 While it is
known that physicians use a combination of note composition
tools to write clinical notes, there is no evidence illustrating the
most common combinations of tools. This has in turn preclud-
ed research into how different common note composition
strategies relate to physician time spent in the EHR, and how
use of these strategies varies by physician specialty type. In the
face of mounting evidence of EHR-driven burnout, under-
standing how different note composition strategies may be
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associated with less EHR time is critically important to policy-
makers, health system leaders, and EHR vendors seeking to
improve physician well-being.
To address this gap, our study used EHRmetadata for more

than 200,000 ambulatory physicians to explore three research
questions. First, we explored what common patterns exist in
note composition strategies at the provider level. Specifically,
we examined how providers combine different note composi-
tion tools (e.g., manual text and templated text) to draft clinical
notes, and what combinations (or clusters, which we term
“note composition strategies”) are the most prevalent. Second,
we explored the relationship between distinct strategies and
physician time spent in the EHR. Finally, we analyzed how
these clusters are distributed across physician specialty types.
Our findings provide important insight into physician-level
variation in approaches to note composition and can help to
inform organizational efforts to reduce physician EHR burden.

METHODS

Sample

Data for this study were derived from a national database of all
physicians who used Epic’s EHR in an ambulatory setting
from September 2020 through May 2021. We derived our
primary study measures from weekly, physician-level meas-
ures available through the Epic Signal data warehouse.3–5

These data were available for 215,207 physicians in 391 health
systems, representing the vast majority of Epic’s US ambula-
tory user-base. All physicians and organizations were de-
identified prior to receipt of the data.

Measures
Note Composition.We created five measures for use in cluster
analyses to characterize the composition of physician notes.
Each measure captured physician-level averages of the propor-
tion of note text attributable to each of five note composition
sources: Manual Entry; SmartTools (templated text frequently
referred to as “dot-phrases”); NoteWriter (a click-based docu-
mentation tool); Copy/Paste; and a combined measure capturing
characters from both Transcription and Voice Recognition.
For example, a 2000-character note might be composed of

50% (1000 characters) from SmartTools, 25% (500 characters)
manually entered characters, and 25% (500 characters) from copy
and paste. Of note, while different physician populations may be
using transcription versus voice recognition, these methods ulti-
mately capture a set of EHR-related workflows which are con-
ceptually similar— in that they share an intermediary between the
physician and the note (a transcription service or voice-to-text
software). This similarity in processes, as well as the fact that
across-physician variation in these two tools was low, influenced
our decision to combine these two methods in our classifications.

Time-Based Measures. We divided weekly time spent by
physicians on notes, in total on the EHR, and after-hours on

the EHR by number of weekly physician visits to develop
physician-level, per visit averages of active time on notes, total
active time on the EHR, and after-hours active time on the
EHR. Using visit-normalized measures adjusts for differences
in average daily visit volumes across physicians. In Epic’s
Signal database, “after hours” active time (also known as
“Time Outside Scheduled Hours”) is defined as any active
time that falls outside a 30-min buffer before or after the
physician’s first and final visits for the day. Furthermore, Epic
defines “active time” within the EHR as the time a user is
performing active tasks.13 If no activity is detected for 5 s, the
system stops counting time. This measurement allows our data
to capture actual EHR work while excluding time a clinician
spends with the EHR open but performing other tasks.12

Given this construction of active time, these measures may
underestimate true EHR work time, as clinicians often spend
time reading notes or otherwise performing EHR tasks without
directly interacting with the system.13,14 Given that time that
documentation support personnel, such as scribes, are typical-
ly contributed under a separate user login, their contributions
to a physicians’ documentation are not accurately discernible
via audit logs. It is possible, however, to see what proportion
of note text was contributed by a non-physician user.

Physician and Organization Control Variables. Consistent
with previous work examining differences in Epic Signal
measures across specialty types, physicians included in our
analysis were grouped into primary care, medical specialties,
or surgical specialties.7 Physician specialty groupings are
provided in Appendix 1. We used several measures to
describe physician case load and complexity, which may
influence both note length and EHR time. These included
average number of weekly visits, average new characters per
note, and the percent of weekly new and established patient
evaluation and management (E/M) visits billed to each of E/M
levels 1 through 5. Consistent with prior work,15 the only
organizational level data available through Signal’s data ware-
house were organizational structure (ambulatory-only;
hospital and clinic facilities; other) and US census region;16

this helps preserve de-identification of the Epic Signal data.

Analysis

To address our first research question exploring the note
composition strategies that most commonly occur among
physicians, we employed K-means cluster analyses with our
five proportional measures of note composition per text source
(e.g., percent of note text attributable tomanual text, percent of
note text attributable to copy/paste, etc.). Because a priori note
composition categories for classifying physicians do not exist,
this method allowed us to identify clusters of similar physi-
cians with respect to their note composition style. K-means
cluster analysis is an unsupervised machine learning approach
that takes observations of continuous variables and identifies
potential cluster averages, iteratively calculating distances
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between each point and a randomly chosen cluster to assign
each observation to the closest cluster.17,18 The K-means
clustering algorithm seeks to minimize the within-cluster
sum of squares, thus assigning similar observations to the
same cluster. We tested cluster quantities of three through
ten to determine the optimal number of clusters at which
discriminant validity was maximized while preserving the
interpretability of clusters. Use of clustering was important
because physicians use multiple tools and use those tools to
varying degrees, which lowers the utility of analytic models
that regress EHR and note time measures on raw character
counts of note content from different sources.
With note composition strategy clusters identified, we calcu-

lated descriptive statistics for all demographic, time, and practice
pattern measures for the entire sample and then and within each
note composition strategy cluster. Chi-square tests were used to
describe differences in specialty type, US census region, and
organization type across note composition clusters. Wilcoxon
rank sum tests were used to characterize differences in average
weekly visits, note length, time on notes per visit, total EHR time
per visit, and after-hours EHR time per visit across clusters.
To analyze the relationship between note composition cluster

and time spent in the EHR, we regressed our three dependent

variables of average time in notes, total time in the EHR, and
after-hours time in the EHR (measured in minutes per visit) on
independent variables of note composition clusters, adjusting
for average note length, provider specialty, percent of pro-
viders’ visits billed at each E/M visit level, region, and organi-
zation type. Given changes in E/M documentation require-
ments in January of 2021 that may have influenced notes via
removing previously required note content, simplifying E/M
level justification criteria, and enabling time-based billing for
both face-to-face and other activities related to the patient visit,
we also conducted a sensitivity analysis using 2021 data only.
Finally, we conducted a sensitivity analysis additionally adjust-
ing for proportion of note text generated by a non-physician
user (most often a scribe or other clinician acting as a scribe).
All models used two-way clustered errors at the physician

and organization levels, with an alpha of 0.05. All analyses
were conducted in R version 3.6.0 using RStudio.19,20

RESULTS

The sample included 215,207 physicians across all four US
geographic regions (Table 1). Overall, 42.2% of providers

Table 1 Sample Characteristics

Overall
Mean (SD)
or N (%)

SmartTools
Mean (SD)
or N (%)

Manual
Entry-st
Mean (SD)
or N (%)

Transcription-
Voice Recognition
Mean (SD) or N
(%)

SmartTools-cp
Mean (SD)
or N (%)

CopyPaste-st
Mean (SD)
or N (%)

SmartTools-
NoteWriter
Mean (SD)
or N (%)

N (% of sample) 89,718 (39.7) 16,004 (7.2) 15,928 (7.2) 45,379 (22.2) 23,426 (13.0) 24,752 (10.7)
Weekly visits
during reporting
period

34.0
(26.7)

38.8 (28.1) 21.0 (22.6) 31.3 (25.3) 29.3 (22.7) 25.1 (23.0) 43.6 (27.0)

New characters
per note

3,330.7
(2,731.0)

3,128.5
(2,101.0)

1,684.2
(1,723.6)

2,143.7 (1717.6) 4,149.1 (2,598.6) 5,226.6
(4,787.5)

2,597.1 (1,726.6)

Time variables
Time on Notes Per
Appt (in mins)

9.5 (12.6) 7.7 (9.9) 14.0 (19.8) 4.7 (8.5) 11.8 (13.6) 13.4 (16.2) 7.9 (9.0)

Total EHR Time
Per Appt (in mins)

27.2
(31.7)

23.5 (26.3) 39.1 (50.9) 19.3 (26.7) 31.5 (31.1) 34.2 (37.5) 23.2 (26.4)

After-Hours EHR
Time Per Appt (in
min)

4.4 (5.4) 3.7 (4.5) 6.1 (7.7) 3.1 (4.0) 5.5 (6.0) 6.0 (6.4) 3.7 (4.5)

Specialty
Medical specialty 101,041

(42.2)
24,670 (26.0) 6,458 (37.2) 6,663 (38.8) 33,976 (63.9) 24,409 (78.5) 4,865 (19.0)

Primary care 73,051
(30.5)

41,717 (43.9) 4,523 (26.0) 2,311 (13.5) 6,388 (12.0) 1,893 (6.1) 16,219 (63.2)

Surgical specialty 65,457
(27.3)

28,668 (30.2) 6,384 (36.8) 8,195 (47.7) 12,838 (24.1) 4,802 (15.4) 4,570 (17.8)

Region
Midwest 66,973

(28.0)
26,946 (28.3) 4,562 (26.3) 6,846 (39.9) 14,189 (26.7) 7,907 (25.4) 6,523 (25.4)

Northeast 51,846
(21.6)

19,454 (20.5) 3,921 (22.6) 3,293 (19.2) 11,776 (22.1) 7,312 (23.5) 6,090 (23.7)

South 59,660
(24.9)

22,262 (23.4) 3,808 (21.9) 3,798 (22.1) 13,590 (25.5) 7,224 (23.2) 8,978 (35.0)

West 61,070
(25.5)

26,393 (27.8) 5,074 (29.2) 3,232 (18.8) 13,647 (25.7) 8,661 (27.8) 4,063 (15.8)

Customer type
Ambulatory-only 16,801

(7.0)
7,911 (8.3) 1,458 (8.4) 711 (4.1) 3,012 (5.7) 1,511 (4.9) 2,198 (8.6)

Hospital and clinic
facilities

211,384
(88.2)

81,678 (85.9) 15,005
(86.4)

15,591 (90.8) 47,802 (89.9) 28,491 (91.6) 22,817 (88.9)

Other 11,364
(4.7)

5,466 (5.8) 902 (5.2) 867 (5.0) 2,388 (4.5) 1,102 (3.5) 639 (2.5)
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were medical specialists, with 30.5% primary care and 27.3%
and surgical specialists. Among physicians, 88% practiced in a
facility with both a hospital and a clinic. Clinicians in the
sample had a mean (SD) of 34 (26.7) visits per week. They
spent a mean (SD) of 9.5 (12.6) minutes per visit on notes.
Mean (SD) total time and total after-hours time on the EHR
per visit were 27.2 (31.7) minutes and 4.4 (5.4) minutes,
respectively.
Six note composition clusters emerged in our sample (Fig. 1).

Those using a predominance of Copy Paste (CopyPaste-st)
comprised 22.0% of the sample and composed an average of
59.4% of notes via Copy/Paste, with a smaller percentage via
Smart Tools. Those who used a predominance of Manual Entry
(ManualEntry-st) comprised 7.2% of the sample and composed
an average of 55.2% of their notes via Manual Entry, with a
smaller percentage via Smart Tools. Those who used predomi-
nantly Smart Tools (SmartTools) comprised 39.7% of the sam-
ple and composed more than 75% of their notes via the Smart
Tool function. Those who used a predominance of Smart Tools

with some Copy Paste (SmartTools-cp) comprised 22.2% of the
sample. They composed over half their notes with Smart Tools
and 28% via Copy/Paste. Physicians who used a combination of
Smart Tools and Note Writer (SmartTools-NoteWriter) com-
prised 10.7% of the sample and wrote about 40% of their notes
with each of Smart Tools and Note Writer. Finally, those physi-
cians who used a predominance of Transcription and Voice
Recognition (Transcription-VoiceRec) comprised 7.2% of the
sample, with 64.3% of notes composed via these mechanisms.
Distributions of documentation strategy clusters varied by

specialty (Fig. 2). Medical specialists had the highest proportion
of physicians (24.2%) in the CopyPaste-st cluster. Surgical
specialists had the highest proportion of physicians using
Transcription/Voice Recognition (12.5%), with 43.8% using
predominantly Smart Tools. Over half of primary care clini-
cians used predominantly Smart Tools, with 22.2% in the
SmartTools-NoteWriter cluster.
As seen in Table 1, physicians in the SmartTools-

Notewriter cluster had the most average visits per week (mean

Figure 1 Physician note composition strategy clusters.
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(SD): 43.6 (27.0) visits), while those in the ManualEntry-st
cluster had the fewest (mean (SD): 21.0 (22.6) visits). On
average, physicians in the CopyPaste-st cluster wrote the
longest notes (mean (SD): 6775.4 (5174.5) characters), while
those in the ManualEntry-st cluster wrote the shortest notes
(mean (SD): 3434.4 (2773.5) characters). Unadjusted analyses
demonstrated that the Transcription-Voice recognition cluster
spent the least per visit time on notes, in total on the EHR, and
after-hours on the EHR. Physicians in the manual entry cluster
spent the most time per visit on notes, in total on the EHR, and
after-hours on the EHR. The Transcription/Voice Recognition
cluster was more represented in the Midwest, while the
ManualEntry-st and CopyPaste-st clusters were relatively
more common in the West.
Significant differences in note time, total EHR time, and

after-hours EHR time across the six note composition clusters
persisted in regression analyses adjusting time estimates for
specialty, US census region, weekly visits, note length, and
organization type. All models used the SmartTools cluster
(39.7%of sample) as the reference group. As shown in Figure 3,
relative to physicians in the SmartTools cluster, physicians in
the ManualEntry-st cluster spent 7.4 more minutes in notes per
visit (95% CI: 6.84, 7.95; p<0.001), 17.8 (95% CI: 16.4, 19.1;
p<0.001)more total minutes in the EHRper visit, and 3minutes
more after-hours per visit (95% CI: 2.76, 3.21); p<0.001).
Meanwhile, physicians in the SmartTools-cp and Copy/Paste-
st clusters each spent about 3 minutes more on notes per visit
than physicians who used predominantly SmartTools (Smart-
Tools-cp: β: 2.5, 95% CI: 2.3, 2.8, p<0.001; Copy/Paste-st: β:
2.4, 95% CI: 1.9, 2.8, p<0.001). Detailed regression results are
shown in Appendix Table 2.

As depicted in Figure 4, these differences translated to physi-
cians using predominantly Transcription/Voice Recognition
spending an average of 4.8minutes per visit onNotes. In contrast,
those physicians in the ManualEntry-st or Copy/Paste-st clusters
spent an average of 14.1 minutes on notes per visit, with physi-
cians who used predominantly Smart Tools or Smart Tools in
combination with other strategies spending between 8 and 12
minutes. Physicians using a predominance of Transcription/
Voice Recognition spent an average of 19.4 minutes total EHR
time per visit and 3.2 minutes after-hours EHR time per visit. In
contrast, physicians in the ManualEntry-st cluster spent an aver-
age of 39.3 minutes total EHR time per visit and 6.1 minutes
after-hours EHR time per visit, while those in the CopyPaste-st
cluster spent 35.8 minutes total EHR time per visit, and
6.3 minutes after-hours EHR time per visit. Sensitivity analyses
using only 2021 data did not differ significantly from the main
analysis (Appendix Table 3). Differences between clusters addi-
tionally persisted in analyses adjusting for percent of note text
generated by a non-physician user (Appendix Table 4).

DISCUSSION

In this national cross-sectional study, we identified six docu-
mentation strategy clusters across ambulatory physicians.
These patterns were associated with major differences in time
spent on notes per visit, total time on the EHR, and after-hours
time on the EHR. There was significant variation in the
prevalence of these note composition clusters by specialty,
contributing to differential time spent on documentation and
aggregate time spent on the EHR. These note composition

Medical Specialty Primary Care Surgical Specialty
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

SmartTools-NoteWriter

CopyPaste-st

SmartTools-cp

Transcription-VoiceRec

ManualEntry-st

Smart Tools

Figure 2 Distribution of documentation strategies by specialty.
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patterns are likely associated with physician satisfaction and
burnout, although we could not assess these relationships, or
the quality of the notes produced. These findings have impli-
cations for institutions investing in EHR tools and training
aimed at enhancing the experience of EHR use. They addi-
tionally speak to a goal of reducing documentation burden on
US clinicians by 75% by 2025,21 which makes identifying
better strategies for clinical documentation a top priority.
Other studies have evaluated the relationships between

documentation strategies and specialties and the length and
quality of notes, albeit in much smaller samples.22–24 We have
quantified the relationship between patterns of documentation
strategies and time spent on the EHR in a national sample. Our
findings suggest that while a small proportion of physicians
currently use Transcription or Voice Recognition, these mo-
dalities may have significant efficiency benefits. In contrast,
predominant use of Copy/Paste or Manual Entry, which also
require the least training to use, are associated with signifi-
cantly longer note times and, ultimately, longer total and after-

hours time on the EHR. Documentation strategies employing a
combination of modalities or predominantly Smart Tools rep-
resent a middle ground, requiring more time than
Transcription/Voice Recognition, but less time than predom-
inant use of Copy/Paste or Manual Entry. Our findings are
notable given differences in time spent on the EHR across
specialties,7,8 and linkages between time spent on the EHR
and measures of burnout.4,5,25 Identifying which technologies
can aid physicians in efficiently writing notes is key for
supporting physician satisfaction, reducing perceptions of
clinical burden, and redirecting physicians’ time to activities
they perceive as high value, including perhaps most impor-
tantly, time spent with patients.26

Our findings also shed light on differences in note compo-
sition across specialties, and how these patterns interact with
time spent on documentation and on the EHR in total. Among
all specialties, medical specialists had the highest percent of
notes derived from the Copy/Paste function. Medical special-
ists may rely more heavily on clinical documentation to

Figure 3 Forest plots depicting relative differences in time on notes and the EHR by documentation strategy.

Figure 4 Total time on notes and the EHR, by documentation strategy.
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convey their reasoning and provide valuable consultation to
colleagues, influencing heavier use of Copy/Paste, particularly
for inclusion of laboratory and other test information in notes.
Many subspecialists additionally use the note as a report of
longitudinal data and employ Copy/Paste functionality for this
purpose. Yet prior work has shown that use of Copy/Paste is
associated with increased note length, redundancy,10 and doc-
umentation inaccuracies.27 Taken together, these findings sug-
gest that reducing use of Copy/Paste functions while simulta-
neously providing clinicians whose work relies heavily on
clinical documentation and review of significant quantities of
longitudinal data with more efficient alternatives, may both
speed documentation times and increase the quality of clinical
notes.
Use of Transcription and Voice Recognition was low across

the study sample despite this function being associated with
the lowest adjusted average time spent on documentation and
on the EHR. Notably, use of dictation technology has been
associated with decreased use of Copy/Paste functionalities
and decreased documentation errors.28 Prior work has demon-
strated a reduction in users of speech recognition technology
after initial adoption to a more stable core set of users,
corresponding with a “trough of disillusionment” in the adop-
tion of new technologies.29 This suggests that the learning
curve associated with use of voice recognition technologies
could be a focus for technological innovation and training.
Additionally, it is possible that Transcription and Voice

Recognition technologies may be optimized to meet the needs
of certain specialties, in particular for specialties with large
quantities of stereotyped notes, such as some surgical special-
ties. In our sample, surgical specialties had almost twice and
four times the use of these technologies compared to medical
and primary care specialists, respectively. In the future, speech
recognition and natural language processing solutions that can
detect and document the contents of physician-patient conver-
sations may enhance use of Voice Recognition technologies,
with multiple companies developing products in this realm.
Leveraging artificial intelligence capabilities in these solutions
would ideally augment physicians’ clinical reasoning and
diagnostic and therapeutic choices rather than obscuring
them.30,31

Limitations

This study has several limitations.We used data from only one
EHR, although Epic is the most widely implemented ambula-
tory EHR in the USA.32 As noted earlier, the assessments of
time generated by this approach are conservative, because they
count active use. We are unable to link notes to encounter
types, or comment on the quality or content of documentation.
We could not assess in-office or workflow solutions that
physicians (i.e., scribes) may have in place to assist with
documentation burden; however, when including additional
controls for proportion of note text contributed by a scribe or
other non-physician team member, our multivariable model

results are similar. Additionally, to preserve data de-identifi-
cation, limited organizational characteristics were available
from Signal’s data warehouse, reducing our ability to adjust
for organizational-level factors that may influence note com-
position patterns. Our analysis is unable to estimate a causal
impact of note composition patterns on EHR time; it may be
the case that physicians who are facile with the EHR choose
more efficient note composition patterns, rather than note
composition patterns enabling physician facility with the
EHR. Future research should focus on identifying causal
estimates, either through randomized trials or natural experi-
ments such as evaluating EHR training initiatives or the intro-
duction of new note composition tools.

CONCLUSION

In this cross-sectional national study of physician EHR docu-
mentation, we found that different note composition strategies
had a major impact on time spent on notes and total and after-
hours time spent on the EHR. Use of these strategies varies
substantially by specialty, particularly bymedical versus surgical
specialty. Greater use of Transcription and Voice Recognition is
associated with lower note and EHR time, while predominant
use of Manual Entry and Copy Paste are associated with greater
note and EHR time. Future studies should aim to characterize
reasons for differential use of these strategies by specialty, study
interventions that promote uptake of strategies associated with
lower EHR time, and examine associations between use of more
efficient strategies and physician wellbeing.

Corresponding Author: Lisa S. Rotenstein, MD MBA; Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA, USA (e-mail: lrotenstein@partners.org).

Supplementary Information The online version contains supple-
mentary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s11606-022-
07834-5.
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